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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Thursday, October 30, 2014


1303 Alice as a Candidate for a Davis, CA Historical
Resource Designation: Post III of III, Alice Art (188)


REVIEW AND REVISION DRAFT. Please send suggestions to me, John Lofland, at
jlofland@dcn.org


ALICE ART


We come at last to why we care about Robert
Arneson and his house in the first place: his art. And
the reason we care about his art is to determine if
his house should be a candidate for designation as
an historical resource.


If historical resource designation required only that
Arneson be a world-class artist, little would need to
be said here. I would simply refer you to Jonathan
Fineberg’s A Troublesome Subject and let it go at
that.


But that act would be insufficient. It would leave out
the most amazing aspect of this historical resource
case. Arneson not merely lived there, he made 1303
Alice Street itself the subject of a large and striking
body of art.


One might even make a case for the house being a historical resource based on the artwork about
the house quite aside from whether Arneson ever lived there are not.


A first feature of this art work, sometimes called “The Alice Series,” is that at least since the 1980s
it been recognized among art authorities as an important body of art per se. Already in 1982, only a
few years after the last work in the series, the UCD Nelson Gallery presented an exhibit composed
of selected works from it.* (A poster adverting that exhibit is reproduced above.) And “The Alice
Series” has since become a standard item in diverse accounts of American art and items from it
are featured in many museum collections.


A second feature is the sheer amount of it produced over the main four years of 1966-1970. I am
not aware of a published serial-numbered list all the Alice works, which seems to mean the exact
number of Alice works is not known. But my impression is that the corpus consists of many dozens
of pieces, at least, and perhaps of even a few hundred items.


One of the problems in knowing how many works there are is that Arneson was casual and fluid
about giving items away and selling them. Moreover, in a recent Nelson Gallery interview with
Arneson’s four sons on the topic of growing up in the Alice Street house, one of them relates that
their father stored many ceramic pieces outdoors in the house’s yard. Neglected in the wet and
wind, a number of them fell over and sank into the soil and are underground there to this day. 


In any event, it is useful to recall the term “obsessively” that Professor Fineberg used in describing
Arneson’s devotion to the topic.
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Third, one of the reasons there is so much Alice Art is that he did not confine himself to creating
ceramic pieces, the medium for which he is best known and on which he built his reputation. He
was also quite adept at and “at home” in pencil drawings on paper, watercolor, and oil on canvas--
and combinations of these and other media. Ceramic items--even very small ones--are more
complex and prolonged to produce relative to other media. 


1.


2.


3.


4.
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Ceramics has of course a preliminary stage of conceptualizing what a piece will be. This often
involves a two-dimensional depiction on paper or such, which we see with some frequency in the
Alice works.


It also happens that Arneson was doing his artwork in New York in 1967-1968, where he did not
have access to a ceramic studio. It was in that period that he produced a very large number of
Alice pieces in non-ceramic media.


Examples of various forms of these non-ceramic items are given in images 1 through 4. I regret
that technical and other limitations allow only very limited representation.


Fourth, the largest number of ceramic items were what one would call “normal size,” meaning that
one could pick up the piece with one hand or perhaps two and set it on a table (e. g. images 5
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6. & 7. Text by David Gilhooly
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though 7).


However, in both ceramic and canvas form, he also “pushed at the envelope,” so to speak. 


On the canvas side, in his New York loft he spent four months painting, with rollers on canvas, a
sixty-five foot long life-size picture called The House at 1303 Alice Street. He offered it to the
Whitney Museum, whose curator told him “this is not what is going on in painting today” (Fineberg,
75). He rolled it up, shipped it to Davis, and later destroyed it. 


Rather less spectacular, the painting Alice House Billboard: Corner of L Street and Alice (image 8)
rises to ten feet on the left edge, extends twenty feet horizontally, and the top edge declines to
three feet on the right edge.


The ceramic Alice House Wall rises almost five feet from the floor and is some eight feet wide
(image 9).


The signature Alice art piece is of course the three-dimensional “model” of the house and grounds
titled The Palace at 9 a.m. (image 11). This is an especially interesting item because it is in one
sense accidental. It was created in 1974, when Arneson had pretty much moved out of his “Alice
period"--as one can see when comparing it to its predecessor (Image 10).


He created Palace because he did not have access to the original sculpture, which is titled Big
Alice Street (image 10). It’s owner had loaned it for an Arneson retrospective in Chicago, but
disliked how it was handled and refused to allow Arneson to keep it with the exhibition when it
moved to San Francisco. So Arneson had a literal as well as a symbolic big hole in his
retrospective. Simple solution: Make another one!


Both these are large pieces. Big Alice Street is some eight by eight feet and The Palace at 9 a. m.
is almost six by ten feet pedestal mounted.


*          *          *


UC Davis officials are at this time constructing a world-class museum of art to the immediate
southeast of the campus’ famed Mondavi Center. It is named the Shrem Museum of Art and is
scheduled to open in 2016.


Recently, I asked an official of the new museum what has been selected for display there? For
example, will Arneson art be on display?


I was told that there are as yet no decisions on what will be exhibited.


10. & 11.
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Posted by John Lofland at 8:10 AM


Labels: Arneson, historical resource assessment, Jonathon Fineberg


However, there have been decisions on two sculptures that will grace the Museum’s reception
area. One of these is a horse sculpture by Deborah Butterfield.


The other will be The Palace at 9 a.m. (which is currently in boxed storage on the UCD campus).


Not long from now, thousands of people a year are going to look at that piece and read the
Museum text telling them the actual house is at 1303 Alice Street.


Some portion of these viewers is likely to look at the real place.


In the context I have tried to develop in these three posts, I think it would be minimally appropriate
for the City of Davis to recognize this Alice Street property as a landmark historical resource that is
a vital element of our City’s cultural heritage.


________________
* Some especially vivid photos from that exhibit are available here:


http://www.verisimilitudo.com/arneson/alice/alice.htm
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Sunday, October 26, 2014


1303 Alice Street as a Candidate for City of Davis Historical
Resource Designation: Post I of III, Introduction &
Chronology (186)


 REVIEW AND REVISION DRAFT. Please send suggestions to me, John Lofland, at jlofland@dcn.org


This is a three-post series on the question of
whether the former Robert Arneson residence
at 1303 Alice Street in Davis should be a
candidate for City of Davis designation as a
“historical resource.” In the first section of this
post I explain what a “historical resource” is,
how that status is determined, and why
anyone should care.


In the second part of this post and in the next
two posts I report three categories of facts
about the “Alice house,” as some people call
it, relevant to deciding if it should be a City of
Davis historical resource or not.


The first of these categories, appearing
below, is a chronology of what happened there
in the relevant years of 1962-1976.  The second category and the subject of the second post is the
psychology of artist Robert Aronson in the “Alice house” period and in larger context. The third
category and post center on the art that Arneson created while he lived in the Alice house with
major attention to his art featuring the Alice house itself.


HISTORICAL RESOURCE CANDIDATES & DESIGNATION


The City of Davis is currently conducting a survey of structures and subdivisions built between
1946 and 1975 for the purpose of determining which of them might be considered “historical
resources.”


Briefly and roughly, a “historical resource” is any structure in Davis “of . . . cultural . . . or historical
value to citizens of the City of Davis and designated . . . by the city council . . . . These designated
resources comprise the Davis Register of Historical Resources” (Davis Municipal Code 40.23).


A structure may have “value to citizens” for one or more of four reasons: it is associated with (1)
key historical events or patterns or with (2) significant persons; (3) it exhibits distinctive
architectural style or merit, or (4) it does or could yield important “archeological or anthropological
information."


The City of Davis survey is being conducted by historical preservation consultant Kara Brunzell of
Napa (email kbrunzell@yahoo.com) with the assistance of resident volunteers. I am one of the
volunteers and one of my tasks is to research 1303 Alice Street.


Specifically, the question is the degree to which the house at the northeast corner of Alice and L
streets might be an historical resource under criteria numbers (1) and (2)--associated with
significant patterns and events and/or with a person significant in Davis history.


In overview, the significant pattern here is the rise of Davis (and UCD) in the later 20th century as
an important center of a distinctively West Coast genre of high art partially captured by the term
“funk.” Developed and centered on the UCD campus, this movement greatly influenced the
development of the city’s artistic culture and institutions and continues to do so to this day in a wide
variety of vibrant ways.
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This significant pattern is associated with 1303 Alice Street because one of the giant figures (a
significant person) in the rise of Davis as an art community lived there for fourteen years, from
1962 to 1976. This is of course Robert Arneson, who undisputedly ranks among the greatest
American and perhaps world artists of the 20th century.


However, the mere fact that he lived at 1303 Alice for many years is not, to me, sufficient to
recommend historic resource designation. This is because, as a university city, Davis has housed a
great many world-class intellectuals, some equaling or exceeding Arneson in their significance. If
designation depended on simply living someplace, we might be overrun with historic resource
houses, thus cheapening the very concept.


In the spirit of more connection than simple residence, let me report a second key fact. Aronson
not merely lived there; he made the place a major subject off his art for some eight years, from
about 1966 to 1974. It might, therefore, be said to be an “art house” and not only an “artist’s
house.”


1303 ALICE STREET CHRONOLOGY


With this as the framework, I shift from general declarations to the specifics of the matter. What
precisely did Arneson do at and with 1303 Alice Street and why does it matter from a historical
resources perspective?


We are exceedingly fortunate that prominent art historian and psychoanalyst Jonathan Fineberg
researched Arneson’s art and life for many years and published an amazing description and
analysis of both in his 2013 University of California Press book titled A Troublesome Subject: The
Art of Robert Arneson. In 270-oversized double-column, small type pages one is transported into
the complex worlds of “all things Arneson.”


Professor Fineberg is a very serious and accomplished scholar and I think I can do no better than
to assemble facts relevant to historical resource designation from his account (while also drawing
on other sources).


•  The 1303 Alice Street house was built at the open-field north edge of Davis in 1958 and the
Arneson family moved there in 1962. At that time, he and his spouse, Jeanette, had three
sons, aged 1, 3, and 6. A fourth son was born in 1964.  Age 32 when he arrived, Arneson
was about to become a UCD tenure-track assistant professor. His last job before that was
as a high school art teacher.


•  His art did not begin to feature the house until 1966. But once started, he produced a large
number of many kinds of art objects in which it was the main subject.


•  While he was prolific, he was still a relatively unknown artist and did not yet have regular gallery
outlets for his work. With art objects piling up around the house, he decided in April of
1966 to convert the Alice house living room into a one-day (Sunday) gallery of Alice art for
sale and to distribute flyers to everyone he knew--friend, enemy, or whatnot.  (While
several histories report this event, I have not read an account of how much art he sold.) 


1303 Alice Street, 2014


Left, 1967; Right, 2014
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•  He had a year sabbatical leave in 1967-68 in which Jeanette and the sons lived in Doylestown,
Pennsylvania for the purpose of accessing special medical treatment for one of the boys
and he lived four days a week in New York. Not having access to a studio in which to
produce ceramics, he turned out a great many Alice objects in several other media.


•  He was promoted to an associate professor with tenure in 1968. And, in October of that year, he
met 21-year-old UCD undergraduate Sandra Shannonhouse, with whom he would begin a
romantic relation.


•  This relation became known to Jeanette and there was a considerable period (years?) of break-
ups and reconciliations with both women in which there was sometimes a kind of turn-
taking between the women he was living with in the Alice house. In addition, for periods,
he lived with one or the other of them in Benicia, Berkeley, Petaluma, and a 110 Russell
Blvd apartment in Davis. (Or one of the women lived in one of these places alone.)


•  The fluidity of these residential pairings and changes was sometimes quite complicated.
Professor Fineberg reports, for example, that in the:


. . . academic year of 1971-72 they [he and Sandra] had to relocate from . . . [the
110 Russell Street] apartment to Alice Street every weekend to look after the
boys--that was Arneson’s arrangement with Jeanette. By June he and
Shannonhouse were worn out from this arrangement and the stress split them
up again. (Fineberg, 89)


•  During one period of attempted reconciliation with Jeanette in later 1969, he made a new-start
gesture of beginning to create 1,500 Arneson-style floor tiles to be installed on the Alice
house kitchen floor in time for a Christmas celebration. The project was stalled when, in
using a gasoline powered fire device to remove the vinyl already on that floor, he ignited a
large explosion that flattened him and extensively damaged the house, requiring major
restoration (and providing for an additional bedroom). (The 1,500 tiles are apparently still
there and one wonders if both they and the house were put up for sale which would fetch a
higher price.)


•  The divorce action between Jeanette and Robert became final on November 10, 1972. He and
Sandra Shannonhouse were married on May 19, 1973.


•  Arneson was diagnosed with bladder cancer and operated on in February of 1975. The couple
decided to relocate to Benicia, partly because it was a return to the town in which he grew
up and partly because it was closer to the Kaiser cancer treatment facility in Oakland. The
process of extensively rehabilitating the property they purchased in Benicia postponed


c. 1965 (from Fineberg, 228)


In the Alice House, 1974 (from Fineberg, 237)
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their leaving the Alice house until the summer of 1976.


*          *          *


These are the sparse chronological facts relating to 1303 Alice Street as regards designating it a
City of Davis historical resource. In the next post, I will describe Aroneson’s perspective on these
events and his art as reported by Professor Fineberg.


Let me close by calling attention to the portion of his entire career he spent living in this house. If
you reckon that he began life as a truly professional artist when he moved into this house in 1962,
when he died in 1992 he had been an artist for 30 years.


With periods away, the Alice house was his main residence for 14 years, 1962-1976. These 14
years form almost half of his entire career.


What is significant about this, to me, is that the main and most famous and important works of the
fully-developing Arneson we think of today were done after he left Alice Street, I think art analysts
would agree. That is, there are light-years of differences in intellectual insight and technical
sophistication between his work before and after 1976.


I point this out not to belittle the significance of the Alice house period but to call attention to it as a
fundamental fact that then leads to this point: His achievements in the Benicia period were built
upon the person he became in the Alice period. The Benicia period would not have happened had
there not been an Alice period in which Arneson re-fashioned himself into a person who was then a
truly exceptional artist.


In the next post, I report Jonathon Fineberg’s analysis of how and why Arneson transformed
himself.
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- seek to expand our understanding of the history of Davis, California.


Tuesday, October 28, 2014


1303 Alice Street as a Candidate for Davis, CA Historical
Resource Designation: Post II of III, Psychology (187)


Review and revision draft.  Please send suggestions to me, John Lofland, at
jlofland@dcn.org


PSYCHOLOGY


Arneson art and
psychology expert
Professor Jonathan
Fineberg--introduced in
the previous post--
documents how Arneson
was a talented artist, but
when he arrived in Davis
in 1962 his work was not
especially distinctive or
noteworthy. It was UCD
art department organizer


Richard Nelson who apparently saw potential in him that some others did not.


Arneson was not himself happy with his art, nor was he pleased to be living in a tract home next to
an open, dusty field across which intensely hot winds sometimes blew. After all, he was born and
raised in the bucolic river-oriented village of Benicia and had never lived outside the Bay Area
(Fineberg, 68).


The challenge for any artist, we are told, is to identify for her or himself a distinctive motif--a
something that both expresses that person and prompts others to respond to her or him as an
artist. For Arneson, an answer to this challenge started with depictions of everyday objects in his
1303 Alice Street home treated with an ironic twist.


The viewer knew that the object was not merely a toaster, a typewriter, or a toilet--three topics of
his more successful early ceramic sculptures--but something also more troubling (e. g. image 1).


EARLIER AND MIDDLE 1960S. According to Fineberg, a piece called “Funk John” done in 1963
created key events that Arneson perceived as telling him he had started on his right path.


Events involving the Funk John sculpture include it being banned from an art exhibit and the
person in charge of the venue denouncing him as a communist enemy of capitalism. Arneson was
delighted.
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The piece was then sold to a wealthy private collector whose husband destroyed it. Arneson glued
it back together for her only to have the husband destroy it again. (Legendary among Arneson
aficionados, Funk John exists only in photographs, as seen in image 2.)


If one starts down the path of unfamiliar treatments of familiar objects, it does not take long to
notice the house in which one is living. As reported by Fineberg:


In 1966, Arneson shifted his attention from the household things to the house itself. He had
made a plate in 1965 with a simple portrait of his three bedroom tract house at 1303 Alice
Street in Davis, but in 1966 he turned to the house in earnest and began to focus on it
obsessively . . . . (Fineberg, 67)*


In reading the above passage one needs to know that in addition to being an expert on the history
of art, Professor FIneberg is a trained and serious lay psychoanalyst--a status a “lay person” (a
non-M.D.) can earn through study with medically trained psychoanalysts.  Therefore, his use of the
word “obsessively” is not simply a colorful throwaway expression of a fancy-pants art professor.
Instead, it is a technical assessment from the psychoanalytic point of view.


If a large number of art products on a single topic produced in a short period of time (which was the
case with Arneson) suggests obsessiveness, then the term seems to me fitting.


According to Fineberg, this obsessiveness was related to the fact that although Arneson did not
like the house, he nonetheless used it as a vehicle--a surrogate--for expressing himself.


He had left Oakland in 1962 to move into this house and he never liked it. In 1966 he used
his imagination to transform the house into a surrogate for himself and for the ongoing
narrative of his inner life. The personified house would have moments filled with bright
color . . . , dark moments. . . , and occasionally “dreams of a better world,” as he wrote on
one of the Alice Street sculptures . . . . “The spirit of the house got to me . . .” [he said] , and
as a subject matter it began to carry more and more meaning. (Fineberg, 68)


Fineberg stresses that Arneson had not previously made much connection between his art and his
inner life. But the Alice work began to change that.


. . . The ungainliness of the Funk work [of 1960 to 1963] looked like he looked to himself--as
a father, and as a husband. He wasn’t happy with all the anger he felt and especially
regretted the way it came out with his kids . . . In the Alice Street works, Arneson took an
introspective turn and realized that his work and his life were connected. (Fineberg, 84)


By end of the 1960s, or close to it:


The Alice works had fundamentally reoriented Arneson’s subject matter, providing a diary
and at the same time bringing him to the intuitive realization that his work had to connect to
his psychic life in a meaningful way. (Fineberg, 85)


TURNING POINTS.  Recall from the chronology in the previous post that the family spent the
academic year 1967-68 in Pennsylvania and New York. That period away from Davis and the Alice
house appears to have set the stage for crisis in the Arneson family. Fineberg reports:


. . . Almost as soon they returned home, life at Alice Street became untenable. He and
Jeanette had both grown out of their marriage and they had four wildly active young boys to
raise. “Fourteen years ago she was somebody else and so was I,” he wrote, finally, in a
letter of November 1969. Arneson had always focused on his work to the point that it
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compromised his family life, especially his relationships with his kids. He just wasn’t
around enough for them, and he was too much like a tough football coach when he was; his
interactions with his kids may have unintentionally expressed his frustration with his
marriage. He and Jeanette could not even establish a stable pattern of managing the
household, and stress was showing up in the boys. (Fineberg, 79-80)


In addition, in October of 1968, he began an intimate relationship with Sandra Shannonhouse.
Fineberg regards this relationship as a signal feature and turning point in Arneson’s life.


. . . In 1970, as the relationship with Shannonhouse developed, Arneson began to find a
different image of himself mirrored in her. It’s impossible to know whether to attribute the
dramatic change in his work at that moment to the relationship or to conclude that he was
to have that relationship because of a fundamental change in his self-image, but a big
change undeniably took place. (Fineberg, 84)


From here, Fineberg reckons, Arneson began to become a very different person and artist:


Arneson crossed a threshold in 1971-72. Despite the turmoil in his personal life or perhaps
because of it, his work developed seriousness in its subject matter and a technical
virtuosity that dramatically set the work of the 1970s apart from the work that preceded it.
(Fineberg, 100)


Specifically:


. . . the introspective mood of the Alice house works and the spontaneity of assembling
[images in porcelain] . . . coalesced into a preoccupation with self-analysis through free
association. He also seems to have recognized that in self-portraiture he could parse
broader issues. (Fineberg, 233)


The images of the Alice Street house had been transitional in directing him inward, but with
the heads of 1970-71 Arneson put explicit self-portraiture at the center of his art. (Fineberg,
98 and image 3 in this post)


This transition was a very serious psychological process in which Arneson’s art itself was a
fundamental refuge for him:


Both his life and his art were unsteady. Yet he knew that his art was “the one thing in my life
that has kept me sane--I enter into it--my private world--it’s the place I go to find me . . . “
(Fineberg, 84)


The deep turns in his inner life, in his family relations, and, as an upshot, in his art set him on a
new path:


Arneson’s life had changed dramatically by 1974. He was happily remarried, his career was
taking off . . . , and he and Sandra were looking to move to Benicia. (Fineberg, 114)


*          *          *


Because this three-post series focuses only on the Alice house as a possible City of Davis historic
resource, my Arneson chronology and psychology ends here.


Let me, though, conclude this post with two observations.


First, the generic story told here is a familiar one. Its title might be: “Talented, Obsessive, Self-
Destructive Man Meets Good Woman Who Inspires and Supports Him in Recognizing and
Realizing His Talent.”
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Indeed, this story is a staple of Hollywood biopics. Think, for example, of Johnny Cash and June
Carter. Think, also, of such pairs as George Bush and Laura Welch and Jerry Brown and Anne
Gust. In pop culture and elsewhere the numbers of such pairs go on and on.


I mention this generic story and its popular culture status not to belittle the phenomenon, but to
draw attention to the possibility that it so frequent that it might actually be true and a significant
type of human story.  


Second, aspects of Arneson’s art and psychology suggest to some observers that he was less than
serious about his art and even frivolous.


I would point out that while one can see whimsy, cynicism and related qualities in much of his art,
these features nonetheless also express very serious and deep dealings with “a troublesome
subject”--the title of Fineberg’s Arneson book.


To me, Fineberg nails at least one main form of “troublesome subject” when he observes about a
well-known Arneson sculpture:


The Search for Significant Subject Matter spells out an important issue that had troubled
Arneson since the 1960s and would continue to plague him until the end of his life. “SO
WHAT?” he wrote on a speech balloon on the front of the piece. (Fineberg, 115-116)


Image 4 is a photograph of that sculpture.


________________


* Paragraphs in bold face type in this post are quotes from Jonathan Fineberg, A Troublesome
Subject: The Art of Robert Arneson. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2013. The page
number of a quoted passage appears in parentheses following the 
quote.
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